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Rights Language and HIV

Treatment: Universal Care or

Population Control?

Cindy Patton

Over the past three decades, the World Health Organization has negotiated a global consensus
among activists, governments, and the pharmaceutical industry with regard to the human rights of
persons with AIDS, and those at highest risk of contracting HIV. More recently, epidemiologic
modelers have proposed a ‘‘treatment as prevention’’ in which strategies like safe sex and harm
reduction are considered unnecessary because mass HIV testing and aggressive maintenance of
individual with HIV are believed sufficient to drive down population level viral load, thereby
decreasing the individual odds of encounter a person with infectious HIV. This article considers the
historical evolution of the human rights approach to HIV, and analyzes the loss in rights and
dignity that may accrue from a shift toward a population-level approach to prevention.

To give the differend its due is to institute new addresses, new addressors, new
significations, and new referents in order for the wrong to find an expression
and for the plaintiff to cease being a victim . . . . What is at stake in a literature,
in a philosophy, in a politics perhaps, is to bear witness to differends by finding
idioms for them.

—Lyotard, The Differend 13

In the months leading up to the 18th International AIDS Conference, held in

Vienna in July 2010, through that year’s International AIDS Day (1 December),

politicians, researchers, and reporters amplified their use of rights language to

describe solutions to the AIDS epidemic (International Centre for Science in

Drug Policy). Indeed, the very name of the 18th Annual conference—Rights
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Here, Right Now—suggested that a line had been drawn in the sand concerning

the civil and legal plight of those subject to HIV=AIDS. Resonating with slogans

and street protests from the early AIDS activist movement, reportage was laced

with phrases that underscored a sense of urgency about conveying rights as a

mechanism for combating a global disease. But what is the nature of the rights

on offer, and to whom will these rights be given? We will see in the analysis that

follows that there are in fact two ontologically incommensurable conceptualiza-

tions of the ‘‘rights’’ that are explicit or implicit in the current shift in AIDS

policy, and these are specifically related to propositions about the role of

HIV medications—‘‘treatment’’—in the global epidemic. I characterize these

two relationships to rights as ‘‘witnessing illness’’ and ‘‘witnessing disease,’’

and I measure the distance between these two ideas of rights by historicizing

the rise of scientific and political consensus that undergird these witnessing

positions as they are used to underwrite the two approaches to managing global

HIV. The established approach voiced at the highest level with the World

Health Organization (WHO), is exemplified in this essay by WHO’s ‘‘3 million

on HIV medications by the year 2005,’’ program (‘‘3 by 5’’). This approach was

developed in specific local contexts with differing histories and cultures of con-

ceptualizing rights, but it generally weaves together two approaches to rights:

(1) the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) understanding and

style of rights, which holds that fundamental conditions are necessary to life

and (2) the post–World War II American legal concept of civil rights, which

holds that minority groups able to demonstrate a pattern of discrimination will

be accorded protections so that they may participate in the mode of

living shared by the majority. WHO Director General Margaret Chan develops

this understanding of rights and health in her WHO World AIDS Day

statement:

Health, HIV and human rights are inextricably linked. HIV responses need
to ensure that human rights are protected and promoted. At the same time,
the promotion and protection of human rights reduces HIV risk and vulner-
ability and makes HIV programmes more effective. Those populations most
vulnerable and at risk of HIV are often the same populations prone to
human rights violations. HIV policies and programmes in the health sector
must promote human rights and empower individuals to exercise their
rights . . . .

People living with HIV should not only enjoy their right to health but
also their right to access crucial social services such as education, employ-
ment, housing, social security and even asylum in some cases . . . . Working
with people living with HIV is critical for an effective HIV response and
Member States need to be mindful of the commitments made in the 2006
[United Nations] Political Declaration on HIV=AIDS to promote better legal
and social environments for people to access HIV testing, prevention and
treatment. (Chan)
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Incommensurable with this hard won and nearly three-decade-old approach to

health and human rights in the context of AIDS is the newly minted rubric of

treatment-as-prevention. While this concept is by no means new to population

health approaches, its implementation in the context of HIV is promoted as a

‘‘new paradigm,’’ exemplified in this essay by the ‘‘Seek and Treat’’ program

(S and T) in British Columbia where I live.1 The press releases about the program

and the single modeling paper published in a conventional academic journal, use

language that superficially resonates with UDHR, but then employ the logic of

population health to argue for the superiority of S and T over existing rights-

conscious, risk assessment-based approach to prevention and access to care that

has been the global standard for more than a decade. The architects of the scheme

make no link to the decades of international debate about the range of

rights explicitly embedded in the 3 by 5 implementation, debates in which

AIDS-related organizations and persons living with AIDS played a major role.

Instead, epidemiologic concepts quickly appear in place of more conventional

rights talk: population substitutes for humanity, at-risk group for minority

citizens.

It is as if the embodied participation—the witnessing illness—of persons with AIDS

never happened.

Despite the massive local, national, and international media publicity about S

and T, often accompanied by photos of scientist=clinicians with empathic faces

and entreaties about the plight of the ‘‘hard to reach,’’ the modeling paper—
‘‘Expanding access to HAART: a cost-effective approach for treating and prevent-

ing HIV’’—give a rather different impression of the goals of the program:

Objective: HIV continues to present a substantial global health burden.
Given the high direct medical costs associated with the disease,
prevention of new transmission is an important element in limiting
economic burden . . . . In addition to providing therapeutic benefit,
treatment with HAART has potential to prevent transmission of
HIV. The objective in this study was to perform an economic

1The Canadian Centre for Excellence in HIV=AIDS, located in Vancouver, BC, is one of the several research

groups that created the computer models used to argue for the economic and prevention value of the

treatment-as-prevention approach. In order to test their model, the Centre for Excellence influenced the Prov-

incial government to shift the existing constellation of HIV services into a program called ‘‘Seek and Treat for

Optimal Prevention of HIV=AIDS.’’ Several policy changes apparently related to S and T occurred as the pro-

gram hit the ground: (1) deletion of the law that assured confidentiality for those with a contagious disease, (2)

directions to doctors to offer HIV testing to any sexually active person, and without the pre-test and post-test

counselling required for more than a decade under the BC Centres for Disease control policies, and (3) wide-

spread use of a newly licensed ‘‘instant’’ test for HIV. The test, which in some sites is offered anonymously, has

a high false positive rate (1–7% of positives are incorrect), requiring those who test positive to retest through

conventional—and now no longer confidential—channels. It is not clear whether those who test negative

receive any post-test counseling, a missed opportunity from the standpoint of education and prevention

(BC Centre for Excellence in HIV=AIDS FORECAST; About Seek and Treat; Stop HIV=AIDS).
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evaluation of the incremental net benefit associated with an
intervention to expand treatment with HAART in British
Columbia, Canada.

Results: Over 30 years, the HAART expansion scenario was associated with
a net benefit of US$ 900 million . . .

Conclusion: Increasing the HAART treatment rate from 50 to 75% of clinically
eligible individuals in British Columbia appears to be a cost-effective
strategy based on this model. (Johnston, Levy and Lima)

The dehumanizing language, in which persons living with AIDS are potential

transmission points associated with cost units, is not salvaged by the researchers’

truncated view of rights as merely questions of vulnerability, consent, and volun-

tary participation. If citations in an article indicate what literatures researchers

have examined, then the modeling team has ignored the volumes of social science

research exploring how prevention works in practice, not to mention the wealth of

humanistic representations (films, plays, novels, periodicals, and personal writ-

ings) that clearly and loudly articulate persons living with AIDS’ views on ques-

tions of access and rights.2 And of course, many scientists are skeptical: some

argue that the models do not accurately reflect actual behavior, including the

ability to maintain drug regimines, of persons to be enrolled in such programs

(Wilson; Epstein; Adam; Wang, Ge, and Luo; J. Cohen; M. Cohen). Others ques-

tion the feasibility of mass, voluntary testing programs, and=or inducements to

keep positive persons on HIV medications for life (Jürgens, Cohen, and Tarantola;

Hseih and De Arazoza). Yet others argue that the model is not falsifiable (the

means of scientific proof) because of the extreme ontological difference between

measuring behavioral and biomedical outcomes, or because the projected time

of ‘‘success’’ is between 5 and 50 years into the future—in practical terms, imple-

menting pilots programs based on the models essentially creates a new prevention

and care regime; that is, it is a policy decision (Cohen, Mastro, and Cates Jr; Jaffe,

Smith, and Hope; Rosengarten and Michael; Nguyen, Bajos, and Dubois-Arber).

2In an alternate version of the modeling article, authors ignore the many reasons persons avoid medical sur-

veillance. Instead of assessing the impact of colonialism, homophobia, and drug policy—issues widely explored

in the social science work on AIDS since the mid-1980s—researchers paint the dispossessed as irrational:

. . . there are tremendous challenges associated with this initiative [Seek and Treat], given that a

substantial number of individuals eligible for treatment will come from the pool of those mar-

ginalized and not engaged in care. The HAART expansion based on the 2008 IAS-USA guide-

lines will therefore require the development of a sustained and intensified strategy to identify

HIV infected individuals and those at risk, helping them to stabilize their lives and facilitate

their sustained engagement in appropriate health care and support, all of this within a volun-

tary and fully consented framework. These individuals are usually suffering from mental ill-

nesses, addiction and poverty, thus complicating their access to proper health care, as it is

the case of a large number of Aboriginal peoples and injection drug users. (Hogg, Lima, and

Montaner 2010)
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In order to get a hint of how we arrived as this space of incommensurability, in

which parties disagree about the nature and degree of rights violations that might

occur under treatment-as-prevention regimes, I identify the genesis of the concept

of rights in AIDS-related community activism in the 1980s, acknowledging that

the particular genealogy I offer is radically incomplete. I cannot overstate the

importance of the many lawyers, human rights, and civil rights activists who were

involved globally in the development of the early WHO response to AIDS. Well

known local battles and negotiations in Nepal, Brazil, Uganda, Australia, Taiwan

and Cuba, and no doubt other in places, resulted in a negotiated language of rights

which incorporates local visions and concerns. As Eurocentric as is the human

rights discourse in which such international collaborations do their work, when

compared to the technocratic Western science whose statistical simulation of

population is historically intertwined with a eugenicist impulse, the bricolage of

interests assembled underneath the UN proclamations remain the most viable,

or at least the most continuous, for creating the linkage that might begin to level

the global health playing field (Said).

My investigation of the use of ‘‘rights’’ concepts will likely be orthogonal to the

work undertaken in the legal world. My task here is to demonstrate how the scientists

who promote the S and T bend rights language to imply that their research supports a

larger moral consensus, even when it is clear that the implementation of their pro-

grams violate existing legal provisions designed to protect rights. Two conceptual

substitutions enable me to avoid using some of the language and concepts of scholars

who consider rights as legal or convention-based provisions to which one can point.

First, I will mark the difference between overarching and often vague rights princi-

ples—for example, those in the UDHR—and the specific legislation and case law that

establish or extend specific anti-discrimination provisions conceptualized as

‘‘enforceable’’ and ‘‘unenforceable rights.’’3 I understand both enforceable and unen-

forceable rights to stand in contrast to a larger wrong that is (as yet) unhearable by

those who activate systems of legitimation—in this case, those who say what is proper

science. I draw on Jean-Francois Lyotard’s distinction between damages—covered by

the ‘‘genre’’ of enforceable rights claims—and wrongs, those violations that have no

genre, or as he puts it: ‘‘This is what a wrong would be: a damage accompanied by the

loss of the means to prove the damage’’ (Lyotard, The Differend 5).

These terminological shifts are in service of the larger distinction that might

help us stay attuned to wrongs being committed in the language of rights when that

language is detached from the longstanding concepts and consensuses that guided

3In Canada, you may not be evicted from your residence because you are a member of any number of

‘‘minority’’ groups; however, you have no underlying enforceable right to housing; that is, the government

cannot be compelled to make good on its signature to decades of international proclamations that concern

the right to housing.
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the development and implementation of health-related laws, however problematic

and limited those may be. There are two ontologically incommensurable forms of

witnessing that underwrite the different forms of rights claims made in the current

debates about HIV prevention. Witnessing illness requires the ongoing presence of

the persons who are ill, as in the claims to dignity by the early persons with AIDS.

Witnessing disease is the observation of the epidemic from the point of view

of those who imagine themselves not subject to the disease, a disembodied

meta-vision characteristic both of epidemiologists and research scientists who

‘‘see’’ the epidemic through statistical means, and also of the public officials

who deploy that science as policy by speaking from the point of view of ‘‘the pub-

lic.’’4 I hope to show how witnessing disease transformed the actual once-speaking

bodies of persons living with AIDS into ‘‘vulnerable groups’’ embedded in a larger

population, where they experience loss of rights and an inability to articulate

wrongs.

‘‘We the Living’’: Witnessing Illness

Rights of People with AIDS

1. To live as full and satisfying sexual and emotional lives as anyone else.

2. To receive quality medical treatment and quality social service provision

without discrimination of any form, including sexual orientation, gender,

diagnosis, economic status or race.

3. To obtain full explanation of all medical procedures and risks, to choose or

refuse their treatment modalities, to refuse to participate in research without

jeopardizing their treatment and to make informed decisions about their lives.

4. To ensure privacy and confidentiality of medical records, to receive human

respect and the right to choose who their significant others are.

5. To die—and to LIVE—in dignity. (People With AIDS Self-Empowerment

Movement)

The initial wave of American AIDS activism was heavily indebted to the gay acti-

vism of the 1970s, in which two strands of homosexual activism took aim at

4According to Foucault, the notion of the ‘‘public’’ emerges in the eighteenth century as a dimension of the

new concept of population, at once biological, as in the shift from humankind to human species, and political;

public is ‘‘population seen under the aspect of its opinions, ways of doing things, forms of behavior, customs,

fears, prejudices, and requirements’’ (75). The biological dimension of population—and the word—has been

absorbed by demography and epidemiology, while law and politics absorbed the ‘‘public.’’ Twentieth-century

human rights activism has also privileged the latter, attempting to reincorporate the biological aspect of human

being in reproductive and health rights. The incomplete re-suturing of these two aspects of population enables

policymakers to argue that population health programs are good for all individuals within a population, so

good, that the individual rights persons might wish claim are more limited, and therefore, lesser rights.
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different targets.5 The gay liberation movement’s predominantly cultural critique

argued that hetero-sexism was a form of colonialism that suppressed the libidinal

and affective creativity of all persons. Gay liberationists were not indifferent to

the idea that legal changes might be required, but, heavily influenced by Second

Wave feminism, they sought instead to develop utopian relationships outside the

family, the church, and the state which they argued were irredeemable institu-

tions of sexual oppression. In contrast, gay rights activists endorsed the political

vision of an ever-improving American democracy; enforceable rights and enum-

erated obligations of citizens were rightfully the property of openly homosexual

persons, who, other than a detail of their desires, were just like everyone else.

Both styles of activists responded quickly to the emergent health crisis in 1980,

with no inkling that they (we) were witnessing a brightly burning moment of

a medical longue durée; it was impossible to imagine the forms of coalitions

across gender, cultural, political, and economic differences that would be

required on the ground, nor was it yet clear that new forms of counter-expertise

would be needed to engage, in particular, scientific systems of power. Of utmost

importance to both styles of activism was bearing witness not only to illness but

also to the wrongs that prevented compassionate governmental response, that

exacerbated the plight of those who were first to fall ill, and that made safe

sex organizing difficult.

Smack in the middle of what the media called the ‘‘gay plague,’’ the young

activists witnessed illness and death among their friends and lovers; they per-

ceived the negative or ineffective social and governmental response to AIDS as

a generalized attack on their fledgling community. In the face of right wing pro-

clamations that AIDS was God’s revenge for the ‘‘gay lifestyle,’’ gay liberationists

found it increasingly difficult to get political traction for their ideals of sexual

freedom. But an early pamphlet, published at the same moment as the NAPWA

declaration above, offered a disease-prevention strategy that would soon be called

‘‘safe sex.’’

what began as sexual freedom has become a tyranny of sexually transmitted
diseases . . . . Finding ways to have sex and avoid these epidemics might
seem impossible, but we believe it’s not. This pamphlet offers one means
of reducing (and hopefully eliminating) risk which has yet to receive proper
attention: limiting what sex acts you choose to perform to ones which

5This ‘‘initial period of AIDS activism’’ began in approximately 1981, with the recognition of a new,

as-yet unnamed syndrome and stretched through 1984, when a virus was identified and linked as the prime,

but not sufficient cause of the syndrome. As AIDS emerged in other regions of the world, the local histories

of gender, sexuality, health, and development activism intertwined with the new question of AIDS. These

important local, national, and regional histories shaped AIDS activism on the global scale, reverberating cre-

ative and hybrid responses. However, only the responses that most closely resembled the imaginings of ‘‘local

activism’’ were publicized in publications and conferences, and eventually articulated by WHO as ‘‘best

practices’’ to be taken up directly by national or local groups.
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interrupt disease transmission . . . . The key to this approach is modifying
what you do—not how often you do it nor with how many different
partners . . . . Our challenge is to figure out how we can have gay,
life-affirming sex, satisfy our emotional needs, and stay alive! (Callen and
Berkowitz)

This general philosophy became backbone of community-generated safe sex

organizing (as opposed to later individualistic behavior change campaigns).

But soon, witnessing illness in the form of attempting to sustain meaningful

life was imperiled. At the margins of highly publicized legal violations against

persons with AIDS who were thrown out of hospitals, sent home from

their schools, or evicted from housing, the 1987 Helms Amendment (which

denied federal health funding to any organization or group that ‘‘promoted

promiscuity or homosexuality’’) generated a legal battle over what forms of

educational message were permissible, a form of censorship which was added

to international aid packages, and which still haunts safe sex work today. The

vilification of gay sex placed whole communities under attack; gay men were

fired or suspended from their jobs (especially in schools and hospitals)

because their employers linked homosexuality with the dreaded AIDS. With

few state or municipal protections for sexual minorities, and none on the

federal level, advocates scrambling to gain a foothold against the discrimi-

nation circulating around AIDS, turned to the emerging body of disability

law, ultimately codified in the 1990 federal Americans with Disabilities Act

(ADA).

The turn to disability law was a critical legal milestone in codifying enforceable

rights for persons living with AIDS, but only insofar as AIDS remained a stigma-

tized disease with a clear-cut link between a diagnosis and disability. Treatments

that eventually enabled many to live with HIV as a chronic remitting disease com-

plicated their ability to access disability benefits. As a result, additional legal

activity was required to determine when disability law applied and when it did

not. The social linkage between HIV-as-a-disability and homosexuality-as-a-dis-

ease enabled a new form of homophobia; because there were still few protections

for lesbians and gay men as such, and because hate crime statutes were hard to

enforce, the forms of social hatred and lack of freedom (wrongs as opposed to

rights) analyzed by gay liberationists remained as a penumbra to the HIV-

protections in the law.

As the new millennium dawned, the generalized idea of rights for persons

with AIDS was largely accepted in democratic countries and by international

health organizations, but the enforceability of these rights depended on dis-

ability or health-care related law. In some locales persons with AIDS were

no longer burdened by the requirement to perpetually demand their rights

in the streets; their right to care and freedom from housing, workplace, and

some other forms of discrimination had become enforceable in the law. But
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almost no countries (post-Apartheid South Africa is a brilliant exception) made

legal changes to explicitly address the questions of discrimination and stigma-

tization based in gender, sexual orientation, ethnicity, race, etc. in order to

combat the social patterns that underlay HIV infection and poor prognosis.

Paradoxically, in establishing enforceable rights in the discourse of damages,

the indictment of broad structural wrongs that was originally laminated to

rights claims came unglued. Once the law spoke on behalf of a specific claim-

ant, the referent group who experienced ongoing wrongs floated free. Having

made the speech of the wronged unnecessary in the case of enforceable rights,

the wronged have gone missing; no reliable witness can be found to speak on

their own behalf.6 Now, scientists and politicians could invoke their plight

without pointing to a specific government or person as the perpetrator of

the wrongs, and they did so specifically in the rhetorical slide from juridical

‘‘humanity’’ to epidemiologic ‘‘population,’’ severing analyses of structural

harm from the testimony of victim witnesses and instead speaking on behalf

of the health of the whole.

Witnessing Disease: Public Understandings of Science

In June and July of 1981, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control (CDC) released two

sketchy accounts of otherwise healthy persons presenting with a rare and poorly

understood pneumonia (pneumocystic pneumonia) or an aggressive version of

a known, but usually slow-progressing cancer (Kaposi’s sarcoma). Among the

many thousands of curious, aberrant, and alarming cases of disease and injury

investigated each year by the CDC, these cases were quickly grouped together

because they were reported from a single region, among people who should not

have gotten sick, and whom investigators believed or knew were homosexually

active. Although the CDC was very cautious in noting this latter suspicion, the

media immediately placed this possibility front and center in their reporting with

headlines like ‘‘gay plague.’’

Although some researchers believed the syndrome resulted from the ‘‘fast lane

lifestyle’’ of gay men (too many drugs, sexually transmitted diseases [STDs],

and possibly even a reaction against other men’s semen), oncologists almost

6Lyotard opens Le Differend:

1. You are informed that human beings endowed with language were placed in a situation such

that none of them is now able to tell about it. Most of them disappeared then, and the survivors

rarely speak about it. When they do speak about it, their testimony bears only upon a minute

part of this situation. How can you know that the situation itself existed? That it is not the fruit

of your informant’s imagination? Either the situation did not exist as such. Or else it did exist,

in which case your informant’s testimony is false, either because he or she should have

disappeared, or else because he or she should remain silent, or else because, if he or she does

speak, he or she can bear witness only to the particular experience he had, it remaining to be

established whether this experience was a component of the situation in question. (3)
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immediately hypothesized a link to a newly defined class of proteins called retro-

viruses, already under study in animals with a similar pattern of health decline.

Over the next three decades, scientists working from the retrovirus hypothesis

would describe in great detail the characteristics and genetic composition of retro-

viruses and make important discoveries in endocrinology and oncology. This

work, heavily indebted to the simultaneous work in genomics and the new field

of proteomics, revolutionized scientific thinking about the cause, progression,

and potential containment of disease.

Popular ideas about AIDS and disease in general did not change so quickly: the

idea that a virus could attack the immune system was novel, while the idea that

homosexuality, only removed from the list of psychiatric disorders in 1978, was

‘‘sick’’ was must easier to take in. How to explain to the public that what initially

appeared to be a classic, if especially fatal, infectious disease, now proved to be a

long term and complex decline in immune function related to a newly discovered

class of virus? This long road might have begun by reinforcing the idea that viruses

must no longer be thought of as inert hunks of matter, as baby boomers would

have been taught in high school, but rather as building blocks whose reproduction

trajectory entailed linking into and possibly fouling host RNA or DNA.

A decisive moment in the growing public misunderstanding of science occurred

on 23 April 1984 when Secretary of Health and Human Services Margaret Heckler,

a lawyer with little experience in health or human services whom Reagan had

appointed for political reasons, announced that the U.S. had discovered the virus

that caused AIDS; that a test for the ‘‘AIDS’’ would be forthcoming; and that a

vaccine would soon follow, perhaps in only a year or two. Although scientists

quickly raised doubts about her timeframe, since no one even understood how

the retrovirus worked, much less how to stop it, they nevertheless filed patent

applications not only for various forms of HIV tests but for also for both classic

and novel forms of vaccine.7 The blow to public curiosity was fatal: America’s

top health official, witnessing disease in the form of misunderstood science, pro-

mised a vaccine, so mainstream Americans might as well put the whole epidemic

out of mind. The affected groups were viewed as largely separate from everyone

else: even if it took a while to contain the epidemic among them, it was unlikely

to ‘‘leap out’’ and affect ‘‘mainstream’’ society. But social prejudice was not the

only factor in play: public misunderstanding of retrovirology left in place the idea

that the promised vaccine would work like any other.

The second decisive moment in the widening gap between scientific and popu-

lar understanding occurred with the 1987 announcement of the first approved

‘‘AIDS drug,’’ zidovudine or azidothymidine, commonly called AZT. The media’s

7HIV antibody tests, and by the late 1990s, viral load tests, are unfathomably lucrative as the epidemic

stretches out in space and time. If mass testing becomes the norm there will be a huge market, with many

repeat customers: positive people will stop testing, but negatives keep coming back for more.
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exuberant descriptions of the drug gave no hint of the problems in treating HIV.

First, AZT was quite noxious and would quickly prove to be inadequate on its

own. (AZT would, nevertheless, have a long life in combination therapies,

especially after its patent expired in 2005 and it could be manufactured in generic

form). Second, researchers still knew little about what happened between initial

infection, the body’s attempt to mount a response, and incremental collapse of

the immune system: perhaps big doses early in this process (‘‘hit early, hit hard’’

in the parlance of the day), could actually get rid of HIV. But there was not really a

way to test this possibility, since the vast majority of people contracted HIV

through sexual or drug use activities in which they engaged frequently: knowing

with any precision when someone had been infected was nearly impossible.

But there were two researchable scenarios in which the exact moment and

source of exposure was known: health care workers who had a needle stick acci-

dent with blood known to be HIVþ and the fetuses of HIVþ women. The first

case was easy to transform into a quasi-experiment on the prophylactic use of

AZT. The second was initially more difficult since women had been excluded from

the AZT toxicity and efficacy clinical trials, and so it was unclear whether they

(and their fetuses) could tolerate the ‘‘hit early, hit hard’’ dose. However, the

assumption that pregnant women would or should wish to protect their fetus

enabled mass testing programs to be piloted and eventually almost universally

accepted (although not without considerable advocacy and monitoring by human

rights activists), and this acceptance laid the groundwork for subsequent trials of

the off-label use of AZT post-exposure prophylaxis (PEP).8

In the complicated melange of clinical ideals and practices spinning out after

Heckler’s claims, research on AZT as both a treatment for the infected, and as a

means of post-exposure prophylaxis eroded the line between treatment and vacci-

nation. This was not just a case of one drug being used in two different ways: the

social meaning and legal status of vaccination is quite different from that of treat-

ment. Vaccination policy debates recognize that vaccines will harm some indivi-

duals (‘‘side effects’’) but this possibility is systematically minimized in order to

achieve public compliance and thereby an adequate level of immunization across

the population. Reduction in ‘‘new infections’’ is the measure of immunization

success.9 In the case of disease treatment, researchers study the superiority of

8Once a drug has been approved, it can—and often is—used informally to treat something that is not on

its ‘‘label,’’ hence the term ‘‘off label usage.’’ For example, aspirin is given as ‘‘heart attack prevention.’’ The

ability to identify and then apply for patent extensions for secondary uses increases a company’s market

share. HIV Post-exposure prophalaxis (PEP) is currently used (in some places) off-label for women who

had been raped, occasionally for gay men who report having a safe sex accident, and, by 2010, was being

researched to give to people who are not infected, but were judged likely to become so (Grant and Lama).
9‘‘Herd immunity’’ exists when enough individuals are vaccinated against a disease that the unvaccinated

have lower odds of becoming infected simply because there is less chance of encountering an infected person.

Public health officials aim for a vaccination rate that most effectively reduces population wide transmission:

the exact dynamics of this process are the basis for developing vaccination campaign strategies.
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one drug over another, judging the best to be the one that works for most

individuals. These treatments may well have side-effects, but the decision about

whether to tolerate them is left up to the patient: he can put up with a drug, or

try to survive without it.

The early experimentation using treatments as quasi-vaccination were only one

part of the overall failure of governments and media to make clear the revolution

in disease conceptualization apparent in HIV science. The public (and, perhaps

most importantly, policy makers) remained hazy about the mechanics of the

HIV as an agent, the nature and effects of the drugs designed to block HIV

replication (the ‘‘treatments’’ to which one has a right), and the plausibility of

an HIV vaccine. Once the new combination therapies were refined in their appli-

cations in first-world contexts, it was easy to leap over all of the real complexities

of HIV (rapid mutation of virus in some persons on drugs, the need to change

drug combinations when first line drugs failed, and of course, the extent of the side

effects to which those taking HIV drugs—as a treatment or as a prophalaxis would

experience) and tout a new paradigm for HIV prevention, which required only

that those who are infected discover this new fact about themselves and take a

drug.

Witnessing Illness: Global Consensus, Local Implementation

If one read only the debates about treatment-as-prevention, with its ambition to

‘‘stop AIDS’’ everywhere, one might have the impression that no one has ever

tried to craft a global response to AIDS. In 2003, following decades of small-scale

efforts to get drugs to those who need them, and to negotiate policy consensus

among constituent nations and the pharmaceutical industry, the UNAIDS

and the WHO launched the ‘‘Treating 3 million by 2005,’’ or 3 by 5 program,

which had the

global TARGET to provide three million people living with HIV=AIDS in low-
and middle-income countries with life-prolonging antiretroviral treatment
(ART) by the end of 2005. It was a step towards the GOAL of making universal
access of HIV=AIDS prevention and treatment accessible for all who need them
as a human right. (World Health Organization)

The program was developed with keen attention to the difficulties of implemen-

tation. Rampant discrimination against those who test positive in hostile environ-

ments and the level of ‘‘in country’’ infrastructure for HIV testing and monitoring

of those on medications required thinking about human rights and finding means

to level the global economic playing field. Prevention advocates were concerned

about what would happen to local prevention campaigns, which had been difficult

everywhere because of the social stigma associated with HIV’s main transmission

routes, but nevertheless appeared to be partly successful in leveling or reducing the
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number of new cases documented in gay communities by the mid-1990s, and else-

where by the time 3 by 5 had a significant uptake. The 3 by 5 included parallel

efforts to ‘‘scale up prevention,’’ conceptualized as behavioral, normative, and

legal change, alongside the ‘‘scaling up’’ of HIV treatment. For all the flaws in 3

by 5 (see Patton ‘‘Global’’), the language written into its protocols and guidelines

require sensitivity to cultural complexity and mandate participation of persons

with AIDS and their communities in designing local programs. This ‘‘soul’’ of

the 3 by 5 program is a direct outcome of the decades of brave persons with

AIDS—and especially gay men and prostitutes—around the globe willingly

making their faces and voices visible, and of ongoing diligence within WHO to

promote a broad-based approach to grappling with the larger social and political

forces that fuel or slow the HIV pandemic.

What has been the success of this program, with its expansion of treatment

alongside initiatives to change behaviors, change social conditions, and improve

medical care? According to the UNAIDS=WHO 09 AIDS Epidemic Update, glo-

bally aggregated new infections are down 17% since 2001, with higher reductions

in China and a leveling in Eastern Europe (where the epidemic began later). ARV

coverage rose from 7% to 42% since the initiation of the 3 by 5 program in 2003.

There is no question that progress has been slow; nevertheless, 3 by 5 awkwardly

manages to balance the promotion and activation of enforceable rights with

achieving health for persons. In the 3 by 5 framework, prevention is a

community-level activity undertaken by actual, located persons who possess valu-

able insights and a deep investment in the lifeways of their community; treatment

is critical to preserving health, but it is a technical intervention at the level of

the cell.

If 3 by 5 was built by something resembling, if not a democratic process, than

an intersectoral consensus, and if it is proving successful on the ground, then

why did some scientists and policymakers begin to promote treatment as pre-

vention, since that approach requires modification of provisions related to con-

fidentiality in testing and treatment, and will certainly require intensified

surveillance of potentially non-compliant HIVþ persons, a scrutiny that the

‘‘hard-to-reach’’ are hardly likely to welcome? What justifies a retreat from

hearing the embodied witnessing of persons living with HIV who still speak

loudly about their desires for control over their own programs, for justice, for

rights?

Although superficially cloaked in rights-resonant language, the treatment-as-

prevention approach quickly slides from ‘‘vulnerable populations’’ to ‘‘at-risk

populations’’ to actuarial claims about the number of ‘‘infections’’ the program

might avert and at what dollar investment and savings, with little further consi-

deration of the realities of living with HIV on the ground. This disembodied

witnessing disease occurs in the use of epidemiological language—hard to reach

(by whom?) and at-risk people (of HIV only?)—and this use of science cannot

readily be contested in the language of witnessing illness. It becomes impossible
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to hear the pleas of those who remain locked out of the ‘‘crucial social services

such as education, employment, housing, social security and even asylum’’

(Chan), those ‘‘hard to reach’’ a la Seek and Treat, who are the real and identifi-

able persons the 3 by 5 program seeks to empower. Attempting to speak within

science’s genre of falsification, those who witness illness seem partial and subjec-

tive; what they say is not considered evidence and may not even audible as testi-

mony at all. Witnessing disease sees prevention on the level of population, and

populations do not speak except in the language of ‘‘the public,’’ already

constituted in AIDS discourse as the ‘‘to be protected’’ in relationship to the

‘‘bodies to be protected against.’’ Because witnessing disease claims its superiority

on the basis of population-level viral reduction and cost, treatment-as-prevention

programs cannot ‘‘see’’ the individual. When the individual is subsumed into the

population in which aggregate viral load is to be reduced by the suppression of

virus through drugs, we should be very clear about whose bodies will come under

scrutiny, both as potentially HIV positive, and if positive, as the vessels of requisite

treatment-for-life.

Witnessing Wrongs

Reflection requires that you watch out for occurrences, that you don’t already
know what’s happening. It leaves open the question: Is it happening?

(Lyotard, The Differend 5)

Almost thirty years ago the suffering bodies of persons living with AIDS demanded

that structures of power recognize them as full persons: they witnessed an ongoing

wrong to which they were subject. Because it was—and remains—necessary to

work within the laws of specific nations, the wrong—literally fatal social stigma

and indignity—endures despite the responses from many governments in the form

of rights legislation and confidentiality protections (developed under great

pressure from the wronged).

The truncation of the demanded right to dignity into a conveyed right to

treatment read through the lens of uncontested and falsely promised scientific

solutions laid the moral groundwork for the apparent appeal of treatment-as-

prevention programs, as if they have the same broad ambitions as the universal

access programs. Treatment-as-prevention programs require testing and manda-

tory treatment on a scale seen only in dictatorships. If carefully constructed press

campaigns convince vast numbers of people to ‘‘voluntarily’’ submit to testing

and, if found positive, undergo lifelong treatment, this ‘‘success’’ will be at the

cost of a very different global consensus about how to manage health across

the deep trenches of wealth and poverty, an effort that requires coordinated

programs crafted between philanthropists, foreign aid, governments, and, yes,

pharmaceutical companies to improve the health infrastructure of poor countries
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in order to deliver even simplified versions of HIV medications. The

treatment-as-prevention approach overrides classic enforceable rights of indivi-

duals (confidentiality, right to treatment decision making, anti-discrimination),

and ignores the international consensus that weak countries have a collective

right to self-determination, two forms of rights underpinning the myriad pro-

grams that seek to equalize development and infrastructure resources across

the globe.

In the uncanny moment of the shock and awe of a statistical modeling that

cloaks itself in the ethos of rights, how can we remain attentive to the possibility

of the wrongs that will be incurred upon individuals who will be the ‘‘targets’’ of

a program? Lyotard proposes that we remain attentive to the possible presence of

a differend, to cases of incommensurability in how values can be proposed. His

rhetorical model of ethics implicitly encourages us to remember that rights must

be conveyed by someone, to someone, in some context. Even if it is popular for

everyone to invoke ‘‘rights,’’ rights only take on meaning relationally, most of all

when they have force for those who claim them (whether that is only in law, or

more broadly, in a call to be attentive to effects of policy). We should attend

closely to the difference between witnessing illness, which remains focused on

the individual’s course of disease, her daily triumphs and set backs, her transition

from an initial acute illness to illness chronicity, to the break into the reality of

the end-stage, and witnessing disease, which focuses on decreasing the disease

phenomenon as a whole, and scaling back and forth from case (as opposed to

individual) to population (as distinct from humanity) with the assumption that

an overall improvement in health ‘‘scales down’’ equally to all members of

society. As I have tried to show here, there is not only an epistemological gap

in how the two forms of witnessing ‘‘know’’ about disease, there is also an onto-

logical gap that affects the ability to make claims: a population cannot meaning-

fully be said to ‘‘suffer,’’ and yet contemporary calls to be better global citizens

are founded directly on the articulation of individual human suffering. This dis-

connect should alert us to the presence of ‘‘something wrong’’ even if we lack the

power to speak back to science. We should never allow costing arguments to

cloak themselves in the language of human rights. Implementation of large pro-

grams requires money, but more than money, health programs on the global

scale require political consensus. We should beware of claims by powerful insti-

tutions to speak on behalf of the vulnerable: entering the affected into models as

‘‘vulnerable groups’’ is not the same as seeking to hear the speech of the

wronged. We should never allow wrongs to be enumerated in financial terms:

justice is justice, regardless of the price tag. When we find ourselves numbered

among the beneficiaries of a population-level health intervention, we must look

closely at the dynamics of the disease: who among us will carry the largest burden

for ensuring the safety of an ‘‘all’’ from which the burdened will, in effect, be

excluded?

Is it happening?
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